


As noted above, SRUC has seen an increase in success rates for its learners at 
the Further Education Level with 65.5% of full-time students who enrolled with us 
ĊĔÄÄÍĊĊÙĔììĦƇ·ÄÞßÍğßóÚƇĐÞÍßĆƇąĔ·ìßŀÄ·ĐßøóŚƇvÞßĊƇßĊƇ·óƇßóÄĆÍ·ĊÍƇøÙƇŋŚōƬƇÙĆøòƇŊōŚŌƬƇßóƇ
2021/22, although it ßĊƇÃÍìøĠƇplz+źĊƇăĆÍğßøĔĊƇÞßÚÞƇøÙƇŌŅŚņƬƇßóƇŇŅņōŧņŎƇŪĐÞÍƇì·ĊĐƇ
pre-Covid year). SRUC’s aspiration is clearly to see success rates return to and 
improve on previous levels. 
 
2) Outcomes for FE on recognised qualifications (part-time) 

 
 
i·ĆĐƇĐßòÍƇĊĔÄÄÍĊĊƇĆ·ĐÍĊƇÙøĆƇìÍ·ĆóÍĆĊƇøóƇĆÍÄøÚóßĊÍÉƇąĔ·ìßŀÄ·ĐßøóĊśƇĆÍÉĔÄÍÉƇĊìßÚÞĐìĦƇ
ÙĆøòƇōŋŚōƬƇßóƇŇŅŇņŧŇŇƇĐøƇōŊŚňƬƇßóƇŇŅŇŇŧŇňŚƇi·ĆĐß·ìƇĊĔÄÄÍĊĊƇßóÄĆÍ·ĊÍÉƇÙĆøòƇōŚŊƇƬƇ
in 2021/22 to 11.2% in 2022/23 and withdrawal percentage was the lowest it has 
been over the past three years at 3.5%. SRUC are pleased that the vast majority 
of our part time students successfully achieved their programmes. 
 
Enrolments by key group on courses lasting 160 hours or more 

 
 

a) 64.2% of students who came to us from the 20% most deprived data zone 
·ĆÍ·ĊƇĊĔÄÄÍĊĊÙĔììĦƇ·ÄÞßÍğÍÉƇĐÞÍßĆƇąĔ·ìßŀÄ·ĐßøóƇ·ĊƇÄøòă·ĆÍÉƇĐøƇŊŋŚŌ% in 
2021/22.  

b) 64.6% of students with a recognised disability successfully passed their 
ąĔ·ìßŀÄ·ĐßøóƇ·ĊƇÄøòă·ĆÍÉƇĐøƇŋ4.1% in 2020/21.  



 
SRUC’s outcomes in this area cannot be compared to sector benchmark as 
the sector data includes both FE and HE students in these measures, whereas 
SRUC data is restricted to FE students.  
 
SRUC as the National Land-based College for Scotland is committed to 
ăĆøğßÉßóÚƇÞßÚÞƇąĔ·ìßĐĦƇÍÉĔÄ·ĐßøóƇ·óÉƇĐĆ·ßóßóÚƇ·ĐƇßĐĊƇŀğÍƇÄ·òăĔĊÍĊ, to those on 
distance learning courses and to those undertaking Modern Apprenticeships 
to ensure our further education provision is accessible to all and can provide 
an important stepping stone both into employment and onto Higher 
Education.  
These performance indicators for Further Education courses provide us with 
important outcomes for us to measure our success and improve our 
performance where appropriate year-on-year. To enable us to do so, we will 
be analysing the data in detail both against sector averages and where 
relevant on a course by course basis to ensure we continually strive to 
enhance and improve the quality of our learning and teaching.  
 
Further details about College Performance Indicators can be accessed via the 
Scottish Funding Council website. 

 

https://www.sfc.ac.uk/

